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Earth day everyday not just April 22.
The significance of celebrating Earth day on April 22 every year was started by Senator
Gaylord Nelson. He started the celebration to show other politicians that there is something that
everyone can do to make a positive change in the environment. Earth day is international
celebrated on the vernal equinox in March to celebrate the earth still spinning. The start of
celebrating Earth day on April 22 spread widely across universities and schools and caught on
after that. Every day is actually earth day and we need to be aware of the harm we humans are
doing to the environment. By recycling, using less gas by carpooling or purchasing electric, and
planting trees while using less paper people can help the earth and celebrate earth day every day.
When people start recycling they are using up less space in the landfills by making less
household trash. Recycling does not only save the earths landfills but it allows for reusable
materials that will serve the earth in a better way than just always throwing trash. If every family
would reduce their household garbage and recycle the materials that can be recycled they can
greatly reduce the harm from over flowing landfills. Recycling is a way that every day people
can help and celebrate the earth we live on by not over using materials that are becoming scarcer.
Carpooling and electric vehicles are another way of contributing to saving the earth and
the resources. By finding a carpooling system that works for your schedule you are greatly
diminishing the emissions that is being thrown into the air harming our ozone and air quality.
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Using electric vehicles will also contribute to saving the earth by needing less oil. By us needing
less oil we can preserve the earths oil supply because the demand will go down greatly. Electric
cars can be charged and ran by green energy such as solar energy and wind made energy. If
families would all find little ways to use less gas we can restore our earth.
People, schools, offices and other businesses can help the environment by using less
paper. Recycled paper is also a benefit of celebrating earth day every day. By businesses going
paper less they are contributing greatly not only to the preserving of trees being used for paper
but also by not supplying people with papers to fill the trash that eventually goes into the
landfills. Using recycled paper is keeping the need for more and more trees being destroyed to
make paper. Less paper and planting more trees will help the air quality and provide habitats for
our wildlife. There are many benefits to suing recycled paper and going paperless for our
environments.
By making people aware of the little ways they can contribute to saving our environment.
When starting small we can all make a huge impact in the future of the earth and environment.
Making life changes that can catch on with my friends and family and spread to their friends and
family will greatly increase the way we use our resources and save our planet. By promoting
ways every day and following the advice that I give out is a way for me to ensure everyone is
educated and willing to celebrate earth day every day.
The ways I can lead by example to my friends and family is by making recycling stations
in the town. We live in a very small town and there is no way for us to get our recyclables picked
up so everyone gets tired of saving all the trash and recyclables. By making a place that we can
all take our stuff to be disposed of properly would aide them in their pursuit of wanting to help
the environment. Another way I can lead by example is by eventually making our house run on
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clean and renewable energy such as solar panels. Our house is all electric and we use no natural
gas. I am leading by example in a big way because I am pursuing and education and career in
Wind turbine technology. By recycling myself, going paperless, planting trees and carpooling
when I can I will be set an example for my friends and families to follow. An example that in
years to come will spark an extraordinary change for the betterment of our planet. Celebrating
earth day all day every day is a great step in the right direction for the future of our environment
as well as our youth. Our children will be able to see the future of all earths’ creatures and plant
life because we have worked hard to preserve it. This movement would help save all species and
our children’s children will not have to learn about things from pictures they will actually be
able to see them in real life and experience the earth for all it is worth.

